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The Yangzi Campaign: Pottinger 1841-42
Elliot's replacement as sole plenipotentiary and Chief Superintendent arrived at Macao on 9 August 1841 in the new steam-frigate Sesostris. Sir Henry Pottinger was a very different character from his predecessor. An active, burly figure with a splendidly upturned moustache, he was energetic, shrewd, determined and notably tough. Born in Belfast, he had spent his entire career with the East India Company. He had had an adventurous time of it, including intelligence work on the Afghan borders and service in the Mahratta wars. After that, he spent much of his time as British political agent at the court of Indian princes. He rose to be senior political officer in the strategically vital province of Sind, covering the mouth of the Indus River, the frontier region of Western India with close links to neighbouring Persia and Afghanistan. His work there earned him a baronetcy. He retired back to England in 1840, at the relatively young age of 50, with a prospect of boredom. So he was glad to be offered the China appointment, especially since it came with a salary of £6000 (tv: £234.400), or double that of Elliot.
Before this new posting he may have missed by a whisker becoming the senior political officer of the Afghanistan expedition that marched to disaster at Kabul. But in China, where people were fed up with Elliot's half-hearted efforts, he was welcomed with a sigh of relief. As one letter to the Canton Press put it 'I really congratulate you, for he [Pottinger] is up to all the tricks and Chicanery of the native courts, and rely on it will not allow himself to be humbugged.' And Auckland's sister Emily Eden, Elliot's own cousin, put it even more bluntly. She thought that the army and navy people 'seem to be in ecstasies at having somebody who will not stop all their fighting, and I should not be surprised if [he] finished it all in six months by merely making war in a common straightforward manner.' It was not just the English, either. The American missionary The British chain of command was now oddly complex. Pottinger had been appointed and given his instructions by Palmerston, but it was still Auckland at Calcutta who was responsible for the China war, and it was his decisions that Pottinger had to carry out. But Parker reported directly to the Admiralty in London, his orders being merely to 'consult and cooperate' with Pottinger and Auckland. The surprise is that these arrangements worked very well in practice, perhaps partly because the three commanders, Pottinger, Gough and Parker, made a practice of dining together frequently during their whole China campaign. Pottinger would explain Auckland's general principles to Parker and Gough, who were left to decide how to carry them out in what a later century would call 'combined operations.' Wellington himself later told Parliament that the campaign was 'without parallel as the joint work of a fleet and an army.' The operation had been a 'revelation of amphibious power. ' Not that the pattern of fighting-while-talking was entirely abandoned. In some places, British and Chinese continued to fight each other, but formal communications and even relations were maintained. Nor did war, any more than talks, prevent trade from continuing throughout the campaign. The British merchants not only went on paying the usual Chinese bribes but even the official customs dues. So when, from May 1841, Chinese export duties on tea were greatly increased, it was largely, if not entirely, from all this income that they paid the Canton 'ransom' of $6 million. The quaint result was that the British were indeed, as Palmerston had feared, effectively paying themselves for that Chinese debt. By March 1842 and well before the eventual peace treaty, even the United States and French flags were still -or again -fluttering in the Canton breeze.
Palmerston's instructions, drafted when his most recent information was only of the Chuenbi convention, told Pottinger to recapture Zoushan, which Elliot had so wantonly abandoned, and to secure those parts of the original British demands that Elliot had ignored.
2 On the other hand, Auckland, whom Pottinger knew from his days in Sind, had earlier sent him a letter which accorded with Elliot's views and
